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11y first reaction to the enclosed letter was disbelief that two of my esteemed colleagues, on 
the spot, could be so misled as to read and write up a tablet upside down, so I decided they must have 
been right the first time. My second was disbelief that a third, with a correct transcription before 
him, could perversely reject that transcription and find a better one upside down. My third was con ... 
viction that the whole business was a hoax. On further reflection, it occurred to me, that however 
incredible each of these might be, each was not unexampled. So when I got my eyes back, and this 
enlarged copy (designed for reference, not for reading) and the original better photo back, I decided 
to give my best to what had appeared even to blurred eyes the lectio difficilior, then to the lectio 
facilior, and then to the lectio spuria. 

Lectio Difficilior: Top left corner GI; 
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Even after I've come up with that, I don't like it. The ja-sa-ra produces a nice consonance CJ 

with haplography and a good Linear A form combined in -sa (-sa).... The 8 has to have pointed brackets, 
because the scribe missed a unit in the top row, though we know he meant to write 8. In the bottom 
row the 3 is perhaps unusually delayed after the ideogram, an uniro~odern American) or badly 
mangled (archaie American; also British?) blanket. The restoration of *190 very well suits the 
neighboring text of MY Oi 701.5. 

This diffictlius comes from trying to make this into a better text, and reflects on my stiffening 
imagination. But there are difficulties for the scribe too. In ES the tops of the diagonal strokes are 
not good for beginnings of str. unless he began his stroke in the air before touching the curved top of 
the tablet. The right str. seems to be interrupted just before it joins the left. Let that be later 
accident. Skilful junction of the two slants, neither interfering with the other, and therefore doubtful 
which drawn first. In E6, the ends of the two vertical str., same comment. If the horizontal is 
deliberate (it is not too well defined as a stroke) it is later interrupted by a punct. That is nicely 
rounded, but even so it could be an accident. In E 7 the top of the left vertical lost by an expanding 
pebble. The apparent horizontal looks entirely natural damage, shallow and unsmoothed edges. Str. 
ends at bottom naturally? Horizontal trace coming from left looks cracklike, rather than a very 
fine str. On the right side, the slant coming in from F8 is interrupted by two str. and the space 
between them. Rather hard to do. Could it be an accident, going way over the edge? The interruption 
of the rightmost diagonal is most strange. How could a stroke beginning there have thrown up material 
on its right side to interrupt a furrow already there? And the top of that stroke is very sharp, like 
those in ES. The intersection of the pseudo .. vertical and the middle slant is a bit strange, but not 
impossible, with the vertical apparently too shallow. Right at the bottom of E 7 a horizontal with a 
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strange right end, large, but not affecting the vertical to its right. The corner ... turning of the left 
diagonal to this is not impossible. To the left of that the top of a stroke, remarkably pointed without 
the edge ... excuse of ES. In FE8, the slant unremarkable. The unit has a bit of remarkable ploughing 
up at top, right side of str., and only a mirage-extension belqw. Deeper than phono grams and 
ideogr., but that is not unusual. At edge of E89, a plainly mirage ... like extra unit, short, shallow, 
no edge burnishing. But it does help fill up an otherwise broad spacing between units, and keep an 
outlandish 7 from appearing instead of a normal 8. The units in FE9 both have puncture ... like bottom 
ends, without ploughing up, and tops not really too pointed, but with ploughing up specially on the 
right. In FO a pleasant mirage, mostly over the edge. In EO, the top S of an M. The sharpness of the 
lower curve or comer, a bit odd, but by no means so much as the gentle slope of the glacis* of the 
horizontal elements of it, a gentle slope that is on the top sides of both. Rather hard to make with a 
stylus held from below. *(Glacis, a word I've been wanting for a long time, and undoubtedly mis
applied, to the smoothed surfaces along either side of the drawn furrow.) The lower glacis, as far as 
it is visible, is either vertical or nearly. Difficult. In EK, two unremarkable units. In DK tops of 
two units, not remarkable, but a bit of ploughed up stuff on right side pretty near the tops. In DO 
the larger bottom S of the M, this time with a sharp top comer, and a very curvaceous bottom. Same 
remarkable glacis .... effect on horizontals, but the joining slant has a remarkably broad, and perhaps 
deep furrow, as if the angle of the held stylus runs from right top to left bottom, and very deep. In 
D9, 3 plain units. D8, last plain unit. At top left two strokes from E 78 disappear into eroded cavities. 
In D7, the cavity of D8 continues. Couldn't be a part of the -wi. But could it be enlarged from a 
stroke? Well, the central stroke of the ""wi does start above the left ... hand str., not unusual, and 
continue below the horizontal (horizontal not a good continuous str. 1), not unusual, either. The cavity 
does continue in a nice smooth curve until it bumps the pebble in D7, but I can't see smooth glacises 
or ploughed up stuff to show an original stroke there. The left.,.hand bottom str. of the ... wi (could 
the right hand part really be made as a separate str . . out of line, or is the apparent right ... handed str. 
just a gully. More interesting is the stroke like a Raison..,.Pope Lin A Ea, a nice smoo~h stroke 
beginning at top left with a broad top,,,glacis, coming down to a puncture-like, unploughed bottom 
end at the right. Like the right hand stroke of a tu, rather than the complex curve of some ro 2? It inter
rupts (rather than is inte;rupted by) a U-shaped curve with a pointed right top end, and may a poin e 
left end? (that's in D6). Below that, and apparently accidental vertical trace. In D6 (right at the corner 
I guess), there's a horizontal trace which could be the complexity needed for the top of the base of ro2? 

But it IOoks acddental. The left hand stroke of the -ra- seems to end a bit punct-like. The apparent 
horizontal is surely accident, the diagonals have broad glacises on the right side, rather than equal 
ones. They may join?, but perhaps do not, since they bump into a pebble, and could hardly have 
been a single curved stroke. In DS the bottoms of two vertical str. The left hand one rather 
strongly punct ... like. The left hand one curving into a gully. To the right of it a short vertical 
nearly straight mark of stylus, whether deliberate or not. Below the end a mirage of the glacis of 
a str. curving down gently from left to right, cup shaped. D4, near the bottom, a horizontal lower 
stroke of the [ja]? C is empty until C8. Ther-c the horizontal gully might follow the line of a str.?, 
except it runs into the numerals. The vertical looks in part like a deep stroke, as of a unit, but 
in part like a gully, and remarkable broad and deep if a str. But the edge looks pretty smooth on 
roth sides. Down in B8 it ends with a point, and there seems a nice horizontal, maybe in part a 
stroke. The vertical above the right end looks accidental. Over in B7, we have a very nice 1000, 
and in B6 another, not so nice. No ideogram before it. I take it therefore these are the registration 
number of the document, and suggest that it was in ancient times called TI 2000, and suggest we do the 
same. Back to BS, I now think the horizontal entirely accident, and therefore, to my relief, don't 
have to transcribe it. The vertical still bothers me. Maybe it's Document [Old no. 2000, partly 
effaced, now to be called] BOLDFACE •. C9 inhabited only by mirages. BCOK numeral 3. Center 
and rightmost units rather punct at bottom, and the right sort of wanders off at the top to the right. 
Below it there might be 3[+1], but these are not sufficiently deep to match the 3, so despite their 
regularity let them be mirages. In CK there's a bit of a vertical between the lower ends of the 2 
above, portion of something erased? Together with other traces about? In BCL, top glacises of all 
three str. a bit broad, and bottom remarkably unsmooth. 
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All in all, I think the best thing that could be said was that the scribe wished it to be 
read this side up, but went about it by writing upside down from the other side. This worked for 
some explanations of the Ph.D., why not for this, too? It is With some relief that I tackle now the 
lectio facilior, with the top left at AM. 
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]33 looks as if it is written right side up, and 30 does not look like a fragment of an 
ideogram, even if they are close to the broken edge. The possible [ 1+]3 above 3 looks unlikely. The 
marks in BC98 are troublesome. The vertical in CB still looks nearly a deliberate str., but the 
other marks are not helpful, and the 2000 has disappeared into the composition of the clay. A word 
about that later. In the lower line I must read ]4. On autopsy I might expect to find either ]4 or 
2+]4, or 4+]4. M looks written right side up. The sharpness of the inner corners contrasts with 
both outer corners, esp. the top, but I count that as insignificant. The following number clearly 7. 
Then, tu. The extension of the right hand element into F8 I take to be a pre,.,,existing mark, inter .... 
rupted near its end (but there seems to be a shallow extension above toward, but not meeting, the 
right hand element). The left hand element begins in the now gully and ends below without contact 
to the other elements. The center begins above right ai:id curves down to the straight line. Whether 
a simple curve or double the photo and the gully leave in doubt. It seems to be interrupted by the 
right hand element, but then continues to a fine point. The right hand element begins near the stem, 
turns sharply at the shoulder, then comes down to cross the stem with a shallow stroke bending at 
the stem, and extended even beyond it, and unconnected with the heavy accidental extension in F 8. 
So: tu .... 

Nex-t ... ru. This is the only really uncertain legible sign on this orientation. Could it be a 
•mu? Actually this -mu is a very recent, and rather unpleasant second thought. So let me take it 
first. The vertical base stands. Its lower end is interrupted by a pebble. With a ru a bit of a base 
would be good, but not necessary. If a base, no trace now. At its top, a horizontal trace turning 
very nicely at 90°. This side up it still looks 90 percent accidental, but would fit a mu very nicely. 
Below the top, the horizontal seems still very accidental, and chipped off after the vertical written . 
But the punct looks perhaps only 52 percent accidental, and would fit the mu, in some of its mani .... 
festations not badly. Then above the horizontal the horns, one curving up and one curving down, 
better described as left and right. In fact it now looks like three strokes, a straight diagonal at 
the intersection of the two curves. ((So, I must add to the lectio difficilior in D7 this new line, which 
is well pointed at both ends, perhaps interrupting the right hand one, and touching the end of the 
left hand one.)) 

I have worried a good bit more by now arout this sign. In spite of all temptations to belong to 
topsy-turvy nations, he remains more nearly intelligible this side up. And I think that, despite the 
temptation of -mu-, I must resist. The horizontal through the punct is a broad shallow accident, no 
smoothing on edges. The punct is not absolutely round, and probably styli aren't either, but it doesn't 
point in the right direction,, so I think it a grain of salt exploding. The horizontal at the top of the 
vertical is nice and straight, except at the right end, where its upward trend mimics a mu's final 
str. at that end, but is clearly just a crack in the surface . But it is remarkably shallow, no good 
sign of smoothing edges, and its intersection with the right hand vertical curve doesn't look like 
intersection of lines. And without those elements .... mu- gets hard to maintain. But maybe some of 
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the stuff in between the left hand good curve and the right hand good curve represents the mu ... platform. 
The left hand curve ends at the intersection (70 percent), or g>ntinues into the thin middle line at 
45 degrees (30 percent). The right hand curve I now think starts at the top, does not swoop up to it 
with the whitish trace~ and ends just a grain past the spurious horizontal. In between a c ... or L"'l 
shaped curve starting at the top of the 70 degree line,, turning into the too broad 20 degree line to 
form the left hand side of the right hand loop. Thus ... ru-. But, to be sure, a most troublesome 
one. 

The last part of the above was postponed till after the following easy part. After ... ru/mu
comes a reasonable •pte~ in 3 strokes, no good appearance of a base. Therefore I assume one 
isn't necessary. Then a moderate ... ri- with two good legs, the probable mirage of horizontal hips 
low. The shoulders and head are hard to trace in gullies, but I think I would see the top of the 
head right on the line between the top of the left D and the bottom of the right D. The short, but 
properly curved chest just inside DS. The white dot just below it is not likely to be the hips either. 
Of a ... ja[ (vel sim.) the left stroke is plain. I think I might see in the photo traces of two horizontals, 
but that's too near the edge, and it may be mirage. Even so, there might be justification ror a reading 
... [ja. My first guess between tu.,. and ... pte ... was a [za]. I quickly rejected that. 

Whatever there are ]30 of I can't guess. Whatever there are ]4 M7 of seems to be a fairly 
large amount. Unless it is ]4 of something and M7 of something else. But I would guess }4 M7 of 
some one thing. Of tu-ru/mu ... pte-ri-ja the parallels of PY are more likely to be informative than 
the present context. It is hard to avoid those parallels, and I suppose that was what the note written 
up was all alx>ut. 

So I come to my third interpretation: the hoax. A very clever and skilful forger, but we 
may be able to trip him up. But, however skilful he may have been, he was helped out by blind luck. 
He surely did not anticipate or prepare the misleading "2000," and he did not expect anyone to try 
to read it upside down, and break through the ... ja came out closer and better than he had hoped. 
The break on the other end was a simple fracture, and not so critical. All that was needed was a 
vertical alignment of numbers, and enough numbers so that the ideograms befure them would be 
sure to break off. Therefore I prefer to restore at least 3o+]33 and 4+]4. But after tu-ru/mu .... pte.,.ri ... ja 
he did not dare have his improbable ideogram and probable numbers survive, since the parallels 
gave him no help, so when the break at the right came too far to the right he would have been lost 
except for the luck protecting him. To explain that one must go back to the making of the tablet. 
When I want to furge a tablet, I go to the art store and get some fine clay, good enough for pottery, 
the wrong color, and already finely divided. The Pylians used pretty well levigated stuff too '.J Our 
fellow hadn't that good stuff on hand, and wanted to imitate a lower class scribe. He dug up some 
clay nearby, dried it, sieved it, in a mesh of about 3 holes to the centimeter, so that lumplets of 
about 3 mm. could go through, along with the fine sand or calcium stuff that was also in it. This 
was to keep out those pieces of classical medieval and modern tile sherds which would give him 
away. Then he wetted it down, stirred it just a little, and let it set, but did not work it over as one 
should, and when it had reached a suitable consistency made his tablet in authorized shape. To 
increase authenticity he added the central cord ... ·that shows he was well acquainted with the lraklion 
and Knossos museumsT- ... which on the one hand betrayed him, and on the other was most helpful. It 
betrayed him because he used too fat a cord, at least 4 mm diameter, perhaps 5 mm. (The baking 
went very well.) It helped him because when the break left too much room after tu ... ru/mu..,pte ... ri .. ja 
he put a nail into that hole, and pried off that chip, which did the trick. The mark of the point of the 
nail is too far within the hole for the camera to see, so his traces are covered up,. but you will see 
that the break at the right end is really two breaks. He was fortunate also in the fabric of his piece, 
since the nodules that came through the sieve were not so tightly bound to one another as a good 
levigation would make them, so that on drying and baking the space between them easily broke down, 
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and produced great numbers of mirages to confound us. He was not really counting on this, however, 
so he may have thrown in some deliberate deceptions and puzzles like the marks in BC8 . 

.. 
Who was the forger? We have a good clue to that as well. The quality of the work shows that 

it is beyond the ordinary crook, and must be one of us, i.e. EB (I think I could make it), J-PO, LG, 
JC, JTK- ... anyone else? Well, maybe a real Mycenaean scribe brought here by time machine, if one 
could talk his language and tell him what one wanted. Second qualification is that he must be a linguist, 
who wishes to make it perfectly clear that this word does not refer to a festival, one with a deep 
sense of the effectiveness of a psychological hint, which will have its effect even after the detection 
of this forgery, to ensure the proper interpretation of the word which set him on this task in the first 
place, i.e. tu ... ru.,.pte ... ri ... ja at PY. Verb. sap. [That I have labeled this report as TOP SECRET 
UL TR.A reminds me that I heard that phrase, perhaps used it even of my own work, way back when 
it was properly used. But the code word didn't have its proper effect with us. We simply supposed 
that it simply meant just a bit more TOP SECRET than most stuff we handled, and had no notion that 
it referred to any particular stuff or source.] Since I don't want to risk naming him, I won't. But 
he devised a devilish and clever scheme, thinking 1: He could make a forgery which would fool many 
for a while, but us not forever. 2: A hypothetical form, conjectural to a degree not exampled in 
his own sober moments, especially if disguised in a somewhat doubtful reading, would temporarily 
be accepted, and eventually rejected along with the tablet forgery substrate. 3: The rejected conject 
would nevertheless have made more acceptable the hypothetical form which was indeed characteristic 
of his sober moments. When it all blows over then he will be able to float his new interpretation of 
tu""ru-pte ... ri ... ja without any difficulty, for it will be sober in comparison to what our learned colleagues 
were about to suggest. You will recall that he suggested this ought to be interpreted as strypteria, 
a most reasonable appearance. But he intended to suggest an improvement, item A in the exhibit 
below. He lays the groundwork by a doubly hypothetical interpretation of a spurious reading in his 
forgery, where the overly cautious will, despite the evidence of their eyes, read tu .... ru.,.pte ... ri ... ja 
and the overly rash will, despite the evidence of their eyes, read tu-mu ... pte-ri ... ja. By good luck it 
is not difficult to make a blend of the two signs. In the series of forms below you may see the chief 
lines of the argument he expected to remain in our unconscious etymologizing, which include many 
forms he would not suggest in his sober moments. I omit the * and the ** and the **'*, except from 
the critical fOrged form. J You will recognize the real forms corresponding ih the Ionic alphabet. 



stwr/np- (cf. hudr, hudntos) • • • 

st~-n

strwph ... n-
• 

st~pegn .... 
strwph .. gn .. ., 
strw ... khn-• 

S~""O 
stwph ... o 

• 

s~rpeo 

r 
(nipped in the bud) 

stymp ... ge 
Stwl}"'g"'" 
sny ... g ... 

st~ ... teria s~ ... teria B s~np .... teria 

stwnp-
~ 

snynp .... m-
stwm ... m ... ... 

stwnp-n
stwm .... n .... ., 

snynp ... gn
sny:gegnpi 

snyegn .... 

strwpteria snypteria stwmpteria 
e --~~~~,.-~~~~~·~~~~~~~~~~~-'( -~~~~~~--

* * * * stmwpte ria A stiwmpteria 
• • 

(by blending) (by metathesis) 

6 

A is of course normally represented by Mycenaean scribes as tu-ru ... pte-ri ... ja, as shown by PY Un 443 
and An 35, qq. vv., Q. E. D. ****is normally to be written as ****tu,,.,mu ... pte ... ri .... ja, Q. E. Detonandum. 

This was his scheme. He has been thwarted by our combined efforts. The deliberate preparation 
of an upside down reading (which makes sure that my colleagues have equally detected all that I have 
here detected) which would not include his hypothetical form led to his intervention to get his hypothetical 
published after all, while my exposure of his modus operandi will now prevent any publication. For ... 
tunately, our colleague's original sober interpretation will stand on its own, and needs no subliminal 
support. Fortunately too, we have by international cooperation detected the forgery, so no one will be 
influenced by, or indeed ever know of, this strange sequence of events. Quick, ; Dr. Watson, the needle. 

Yours conspiratorially, 

AeP /If 
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